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ABSTRACT. Outputs from new software program Aperture Photometry Tool (APT) are compared with similar
outputs from SExtractor for sources extracted from R-band optical images acquired by the Palomar Transient Fac-
tory (PTF), infrared mosaics constructed from Spitzer Space Telescope images, and a processed visible/near-infrared
image from the Hubble Legacy Archive (HLA). Two large samples from the PTF images are studied, each contain-
ing around 3 × 103 sources from noncrowded fields. The median values of source-intensity relative percentage
differences between the two software programs, computed separately for two PTF samples, are þ0:13% and
þ0:17%, with corresponding statistical dispersions of 1.43% and 1.84%, respectively. For the Spitzer mosaics,
a similar large sample of extracted sources for each of channels 1–4 of Spitzer’s Infrared Array Camera (IRAC)
are analyzed with two different sky annulus sizes, and we find that the median and modal values of source-intensity
relative percentage differences between the two software programs are between 0:5% and þ2:0%, and the cor-
responding statistical dispersions range from 1.4 to 6.7%, depending on the Spitzer IRAC channel and sky annulus.
The results for the HLA image are mixed, as might be expected for a moderately crowded field. The comparisons for
the three different kinds of images show that there is generally excellent agreement between APT and SExtractor.
Differences in source-intensity uncertainty estimates for the PTF images amount to less than 3% for the PTF
sources, and these are potentially caused by SExtractor’s omission of the sky background uncertainty term in the
formula for source-intensity uncertainty, as well as differing methods of sky background estimation.
1. INTRODUCTION
In a companion article in this issue of the PASP, Laher et al.
(2012) introduced novel interactive software for aperture pho-
tometry calculations, called Aperture Photometry Tool (APT),
and described the software’s major features and capabilities. Be-
cause the software is new and heretofore has not been validated
in any systematic way, the purpose of the present article is to
compare APT results with similar outputs from SExtractor
for several large samples of point sources and to statistically
assess their mutual agreement. This article treats only relatively
isolated or noncrowded sources, which is a first step in quanti-
tatively validating the software. Aperture photometry has very
limited applications in crowded fields, and APT has no special
functionality for dealing with such; therefore, this regime is not
considered here.
APT is a computer program designed to perform scientific
calculations related to aperture photometry, a common data-
reduction method used in astronomy. The impetus for the advent
of this software was the efforts by some coauthors on behalf of
NASA to promote math and science in education: specifically,
bringing real research into the classroom through a program
called NITARP,6 the NASA/IPAC Teacher Archive Research
Program, and its predecessors (Rebull et al. 2011a). The main
feature of the software is that it allows aperture photometry
results to be analyzed via a graphical user interface, and this
provides a convenient platform for the software’s users, both
students and astronomy professionals alike, to learn about aper-
ture photometry and gain valuable insights into results particular
to their research activities. The first version of the software was
released in 2007 November, and many upgrades to the software
1Spitzer Science Center, California Institute of Technology, Mail Stop 314-6,
Pasadena, CA 91125; laher@ipac.caltech.edu.
2 Infrared Processing and Analysis Center, California Institute of Technology,
Mail Stop 100-22, Pasadena, CA 91125.
3NASA Exoplanet Science Institute, California Institute of Technology, Mail
Stop 100-22, Pasadena, CA 91125.
4 Dunlap Institute for Astronomy and Astrophysics, University of Toronto,
Room 101, Toronto, ON Canada M5S 3H4.
5Caltech Optical Observatories, California Institute of Technology, Mail Stop
249-17, Pasadena, CA 91125. 6 See http://nitarp.ipac.caltech.edu.
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have been made since then to augment its capabilities. The soft-
ware is implemented entirely in the Java programming language
and can therefore be installed and used on any computer system
that runs a Java Virtual Machine. APT can be downloaded and
used free of charge for astronomical-computing purposes.7
Laher et al. (2012) give further details about APT.
SExtractor is source-extraction software designed for proces-
sing large numbers of images through implementation choices
that favor computational speed over high accuracy (Bertin &
Arnouts 1996). Like APT, SExtractor employs the method of
aperture photometry, which is generally less accurate than the
more sophisticated method of photometry that fits an appropri-
ate point-spread function (PSF) to the image data. Nevertheless,
aperture photometry is useful in rough-and-ready applications.
We chose SExtractor for this study because it is well established
in the astronomical community and, therefore, suitable for use
in our comparison with APT.
The next section gives details about the two categories of
input images that we highlight in this article and that were fed
into the two software programs (APT and SExtractor) to gen-
erate the results for our analysis. Section 3 explains the method
followed in the software-output comparison. Section 4 presents
the comparison results and discusses the findings. The conclu-
sion reached is given in the last section, along with future work
that may be fruitfully pursued.
2. INPUT DATA
The input data described in this section were chosen for
convenience and to illustrate various aspects of APT versus
SExtractor performance. Although input data from three tele-
scopes and instruments are considered herein, testing input data
from other projects is beyond the scale of this article. APT can
read most kinds of astronomical images in FITS format,
including those with multiple data planes and extensions.8
Consequently, APT also functions as a handy FITS viewer.
2.1. Palomar Transient Factory Images
As listed in Table 1 and shown in Figure 1, our study includes
two different CCD-array images from the Palomar Transient
Factory (Law et al. 2009; Rau et al. 2009): PTF200912013273_
2_o_1997 (case 1) and PTF200912015481_2_o_2116 (case 2).
The PTF camera has 11 operational CCD arrays, and segregated
PTF CCD-array images have 2048 × 4096 pixels, where a pixel
on a side is 1.01′′ across the sky. Both images are 60 s exposures
from the night of 2009December 1 and from the sameCCD array
(CCDID=8). This CCD array, at the time the images were
TABLE 1
PROPERTIES OF PTF IMAGES EMPLOYED IN THIS STUDY
Case CCD-exposure monikera Bkg. modeb (DN) Bkg. sigmac (DN) FWHMd (arcsec) Air mass Pixel scalee (arcsec) MZPf
1 . . . . . PTF200912013273_2_o_1997 5940 1247 2.44 1.63 1.01 23.707
2 . . . . . PTF200912015481_2_o_2116 3800 1308 1.92 1.18 1.01 23.751
a Palomar Transient Factory images were acquired on 2009 December 1; both images are from CCDID=8.
b Approximate mode of the image histogram.
c Standard deviation of the image histogram.
d Full width at half-maximum of the point-spread function.
e Pixel size on sky.
f Magnitude zero point for conversion of source intensity into apparent magnitude.
FIG. 1.—CCDID=8 images PTF200912013273_2_o_1997 (left; case 1) and
PTF200912015481_2_o_2116 (right; case 2) from the Palomar Transient Fac-
tory. These are 60 s exposures acquired≈5 hr apart with theR filter, at approxi-
mately the same sky position of R:A: ¼ 08h15m6s and decl: ¼ þ11°4603400. The
sky extent is ≈690 along the vertical dimension of each image. These represen-
tations were made using the mJPEG module of NASA/IPAC Infrared Science
Archive’s Montage software, with linear stretches separately applied over dif-
ferent limited data ranges for the two images and inverted grayscale, in order to
enhance both the contrast and fainter image features.
7 See http://www.aperturephotometry.org.
8 See http://fits.gsfc.nasa.gov.
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taken, had a gain of 1:4 e DN1 (where DN stands for data
number), read noise of 5:9 e, and dark current of less than
0:1 e s1. The saturation limit of each CCD-array pixel is
≈51; 000DN (or 7:14 × 104 e). The two images were acquired
within about 5 hr of each other, with the R filter, and field-of-
view center at approximately the same sky position of R:A: ¼
08h15m6s and decl: ¼ þ11°4603400 (PTFFIELD=3256). Be-
cause the two images were taken at different times during the
night, they have differing global sky background levels, which
can be used to assess the effect of sky background subtraction
on the resulting source intensities. Also, the two images have
slightly different PSFs (from seeing variations) and image-pixel
alignments on the sky (due to expected slight telescopemispoint-
ings from exposure to exposure on the same target). Prior to the
analysis reported herein, the raw PTF images were processed
with IPAC-PTF data-reduction pipelines (Grillmair et al. 2010),
which performed the bias subtraction, flat-field correction, and
astrometric and photometric calibrations. The processed-image
histogram for case 1 peaks at about 5940 DN, and for
case 2 at 3800 DN.
2.2. Spitzer IRAC Mosaics
We also consider the aperture photometry of sources in
mosaics of images acquired by the Spitzer Space Telescope
(Werner et al. 2004). The raw images used to generate the
mosaics were taken in the vicinity of Cometary Globule
4 (CG4) at R:A: ¼ 07h34m09s, decl: ¼ 46°54:30 by Spitzer’s
Infrared Array Camera (IRAC) in four infrared passbands:
3.6, 4.5, 5.8, and 8.0 μm (Fazio et al. 2004). The passbands
correspond to IRAC instrument channels 1–4, respectively. We
downloaded the associated processed individual images from
the Spitzer Heritage Archive for AORKEY 24250880 and
employed MOPEX (Makovoz and Marleau 2005) to clean up
instrument artifacts, resample the processed images, and create
mosaics for the four infrared channels (see Fig. 2). These data
were analyzed in a recent study to identify young stellar objects
(Rebull et al. 2011b). The mosaics were computed to have a
pixel scale of 0.610′′ per pixel (which is about half of the native
IRAC pixel scale) and a size of 6515 × 5293 pixels. Only
around half of each mosaic is filled with actual data, roughly
an area of 50 × 30 arcmin2, because of nonalignment of the
sky coverage with the mosaic reference frame (the pixels with-
out data contain NaN [not a number] values). The backgrounds
of the mosaics include a substantial amount of nebulosity, which
increases in intensity with longer infrared wavelengths. The
physical units of the image data are MJy sr1. The number of
images co-added to generate the mosaics at a given pixel loca-
tion, or depth of coverage, varies across the imaged area of the
mosaics and is as deep as 15 images, with typical (bimodal)
values of three and eight images. Table 2 gives additional details
about the Spitzer IRAC mosaics.
2.3. Hubble Space Telescope Image
Although this article focuses on software performance for
noncrowded fields, we chose to include a moderately crowded
field taken by the Hubble Space Telescope (HST), in order to
FIG. 2.—Spitzer IRAC mosaics for channels 1 and 2 (top) and channels 3 and 4 (bottom). The sky area shown in each mosaic is roughly 50 × 30 arcmin2. The
equatorial coordinates of the center of the sky area shown are approximately R:A: ¼ 07h33m53s and decl: ¼ 46°5700800. These representations were made using the
mJPEG module of NASA/IPAC Infrared Science Archive’s Montage software, with linear stretches separately applied over different limited data ranges for the four
images and inverted grayscale, in order to enhance both the contrast and fainter image features.
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assess the impact of veering slightly outside of the noncrowded
regime. We downloaded visible/near-infrared HST drizzle
image HST_10048_a1_ACS_HRC_F814W from the Hubble
Legacy Archive (HLA). The image is shown in Figure 3. These
data have been previously used in a study to detect new variable
stars (Fiorentino et al. 2008). The 1076 s exposure of NGC 121
was generated from dithered image data acquired on 2005
June 19 by the Advanced Camera for Surveys/High Resolu-
tion Channel (ACS/HRC) detector with the F814W filter.
The observations are centered on a sky position of approxi-
mately R:A: ¼ 00h26m49s and decl: ¼ 71°3200700. The sky
extent of the drizzle image is≈40′′ along the vertical dimension.
The HLA product had its background of 32:63 e s1 sub-
tracted as part of the standard HLA multidrizzle processing
(Koekemoer et al. 2002). Cosmic rays and geometric distortion
are also removed in the standard processing. The image has
1500 × 1500 pixels, where a pixel on a side is 0.025′′ across
the sky.
3. METHOD
3.1. General
We assessed the calculational results of Aperture Photometry
Tool, version 1.0.5, by comparing its outputs with similar results
from SExtractor, version 2.8.6, a recent version. That is, for a
large number of source detections extracted from the image of
interest, we compared the aperture photometry results from the
two software programs for a fixed circular aperture on a source-
by-source basis.
The relative percentage difference between the SExtractor
result and the APT result for source i is defined here as
Δirel ¼ 100 ×
fiSEx  fiAPT
fiSEx
; (1)
where fiSEx is the source intensity from SExtractor and f
i
APT is
the source intensity from APT. We used this figure of merit to
compare source intensities from SExtractor versus APT, with
SExtractor’s results defined as the standard for present purposes.
We also used similar equations to compare sky backgrounds and
source-intensity uncertainties from the two software programs.
The calculation of source intensity involves integrating the
measured counts from pixels and subpixels within the aperture
and subtracting the sky background contribution computed
TABLE 2
PROPERTIES OF SPITZER IRAC MOSAICS EMPLOYED IN THIS STUDY
Channela
Bkg. modeb
(MJy sr1)
Bkg. sigmac
(MJy sr1)
FWHMd
(arcsec)
Pixel scalee
(arcsec) Aper. corr.f MZPg
1 . . . . . . . . . 0.036 3.06 1.7 0.610 1.124 18.77
2 . . . . . . . . . 0.063 1.99 1.7 0.610 1.127 18.28
3 . . . . . . . . . 1.09 6.43 2.4 0.610 1.143 17.80
4 . . . . . . . . . 1.5 3.64 2.4 0.610 1.234 17.16
a Mosaics made using MOPEX software. IRAC instrument channels 1–4 correspond to 3.6, 4.5, 5.8, and
8.0 μm infrared passbands, respectively.
bApproximate mode of the mosaic’s histogram. The histogram for channel 3 is trimodal, and the middle mode
is listed.
c Standard deviation of the mosaic’s histogram.
d Full width at half-maximum of the point-spread function.
e Mosaic pixel size on sky.
f Aperture correction, from the Spitzer IRAC instrument handbook.
g Magnitude zero point for conversion of source intensity into apparent magnitude.
FIG. 3.—Hubble Space Telescope drizzle image HST_10048_a1_ACS_
HRC_F814W from the Hubble Legacy Archive. This is a 1076 s exposure ac-
quired with the F814W filter, centered on a sky position of approximately
R:A: ¼ 00h26m49s and decl: ¼ 71°3200700. The sky extent is ≈4000 along
the vertical dimension of the image. This representation was made via screen
capture of APT’s thumbnail image, shown with a logarithmic stretch and in-
verted grayscale, in order to enhance both the contrast and fainter image
features.
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from a sky annulus around the aperture. We configured SExtrac-
tor to compute the local background, (i.e., where BACKPHOTO
TYPE=LOCAL), as is usual for APT. A notable difference
between the local-background calculational methods used by
the two software programs is that SExtractor uses a square sky
annulus, while APT’s is circular. SExtractor’s input parameters
BACK_SIZE and BACKPHOTO_THICK control the outer
dimension and thickness of the sky annulus, respectively. These
are integer parameters, as are APT’s inner and outer sky annulus
radii. For a given input image, we took care to ensure that the
size of the sky annulus of the APT calculation was similar to
that of the SExtractor calculation.
3.2. Specifics for PTF Images
For the PTF images, we used an aperture radius of 5 pixels
(or 5.05′′) in the aperture photometry calculations, because this
is the point at which randomly sampled curve-of-growth plots
start to level off. A larger or smaller aperture radius also would
have been acceptable for the purposes of this comparison. For
the sky annulus sizing in the local-background calculations, we
set BACK_SIZE=80 and BACKPHOTO_THICK=34 pixels for
SExtractor, and rin ¼ 6 and rout ¼ 40 pixels for APT.
SExtractor source-list generation yielded 4102 sources for
case 1 and 4945 sources for case 2 (see Table 3). We then fil-
tered the SExtractor results for sources with moderate stellarity
(SExtractor CLASS_STAR>0.5), peak pixel value greater than
4 times the root-mean-squared sky background to exclude
noise-confused sources, and high degree of “cleanliness.” The
latter translates to having SExtractor FLAGS=0 for all sources.
According to the software documentation, this means that the
source has no neighbors bright and close enough to significantly
bias the photometry, has no significant number of bad pixels, is
not blended with other sources, has no pixels that are saturated
or close to saturation, is not near an image boundary, and has
complete and uncorrupted data; in addition, its photometry can
be computed without memory overflow (Holwerda 2005). We
also verified that each filtered source has no neighboring
sources within 5′′. The filtering is to ensure that no crowded
sources are compared, so that crowded sources are excluded
from our comparisons. Note that the effect of thresholding on
stellarity becomes random for very dim sources. Table 3 lists the
numbers of sources that remained after the filtering for the two
cases: 2727 sources for case 1, and 3170 sources for case 2.
Next, we created APT source lists of equatorial coordinates
for the two cases using the filtered source lists, which we
subsequently processed using APT’s source-list tool. When set-
ting up APT for the processing, we inputted the aforementioned
radii for the aperture and sky annulus, selected the decimal
degree representation of equatorial coordinates from the Prefer-
ences menu, and selected the median sky subtraction model B
from the More Settings panel. We also set 0.1 pixels for
the computational step size. Otherwise, default APT settings
were used.
The APT calculations for the number of filtered sources
involved in the PTF cases took 30–40 minutes per case on a
Mac laptop with 2.53 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo processor, 4 GBytes
of memory, and running Mac OS X version 10.5.8 (each source
completed in ≈700 ms). By comparison, SExtractor took
≈3:2 ms per source. The slow computing time resulted, in part,
because the APT calculations were done with 0.1 subpixel reso-
lution, and it can be speeded up by approximately a factor of
2 if 1.0 pixel resolution is selected. The primary reason for
the huge difference in computational speed between APT and
SExtractor is that the former is implemented in Java and the latter
is implemented in the C programming language. Processing
speed is not a primary concern for APT, however, because it
was designed for visualizing aperture photometry calculations
for relatively small numbers of sources. Nevertheless, this
article demonstrates that APT can be practically employed to
analyze thousands of sources and at a faster rate by increasing
the calculational step size. Despite the slower speed, APT’s
TABLE 3
RESULTS FOR PALOMAR TRANSIENT FACTORY CASES
Case CCD-exposure monikera NSEx
b NAPT
c
Median Δirel
(%)d
Mode
(%)
Disp.
(%)e
1 . . . . . . PTF200912013273_2_o_1997 4102 2727 +0.13 0.05 1.43
2 . . . . . . PTF200912015481_2_o_2116 4945 3170 +0.17 0.1 1.84
NOTE.—The results are for an aperture radius of 5 pixels. SExtractor was executed with
BACK_SIZE=80 and BACKPHOTO_THICK=34; APT was executed with rin ¼ 6 and rout ¼ 40 pixels for
the sky annulus.
a Palomar Transient Factory images were acquired on 2009 December 1; both images are from
CCDID=8.
b Number of sources from SExtractor.
c Number of sources after source filtering (see § 3).
d Median of Δirel for source intensity (eq. [1]) for an aperture radius of 5 pixels, for all filtered sources
associated with the case of interest.
e Statistical dispersion of Δirel, defined here as half the difference between the 84th and 16th per-
centiles, which is a well-known robust measure of data-distribution sigma..
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FIG. 4.—APT results for PTF case 1 (left) and case 2 (right) for the filtered sources considered. The purpose of these graphs is to acquaint the reader with sample
results from APT. Source-intensity uncertainties are plotted against source intensity (first row), sky background standard deviation (second row), and sky scale (third
row); sky scale is plotted against source intensity (fourth row). Sky scale is a robust estimator of the statistical dispersion of the sky background, which reduces to one
standard deviation in the special case of a Gaussian distribution.
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interactive capabilities facilitate analysis insight that is not read-
ily available through SExtractor.
The plots in Figure 4 show APT results computed for cases
1 (left) and 2 (right). The top panels illustrate the relationship
between source intensity and source-intensity uncertainty,
where each data point represents one of the corresponding
image’s filtered sources. The lower source-intensity cutoff is
different for the two cases because of the differing sky back-
ground levels of the images. The second row of panels in
Figure 4 plot source-intensity uncertainty versus sky back-
ground sigma. As defined in Laher et al. (2012), the sky back-
ground sigma is the standard deviation of samples in the sky
annulus after the sky outliers have been rejected (as of version
1.0.5, APT does 3-σ outlier rejection prior to computing the sky
background statistics). The third row of panels plot source-
intensity uncertainty versus sky scale, which is a robust estima-
tor of sky background statistical dispersion that reduces to one
standard deviation in the special case of a Gaussian distribution.
The source-intensity uncertainty, sky background sigma, and
sky scale are more fully defined in Laher et al. (2012). The bot-
tom panels in Figure 4 plot sky scale versus source intensity and
remind us that the sources with large sky scale are not neces-
sarily the brightest.
3.3. Specifics for Spitzer IRAC Mosaics
The aperture radius was set to 6 pixels (or 3.66′′) for the
aperture photometry calculations that we performed on the
Spitzer IRAC mosaics (note that this is a different aperture
radius from that used for the PTF images introduced in the
previous subsection). The driver for this choice is that this aper-
ture size is one recommended by the Spitzer IRAC instrument
support team to be optimal.9 An aperture this size captures
roughly 75–90% of the flux density from a given source,
and so a channel-dependent aperture correction is normally
needed to yield accurate source intensities (see Table 2). The
aperture correction also depends on the geometry and sizing
of the aperture. For our purposes, since we are comparing
APT versus SExtractor results, we can ignore the aperture cor-
rection (at least for the basic comparison), but we nevertheless
deemed it desirable to employ a reasonable aperture size in our
work here.
We ran APT and SExtractor for two different sky annuli
on the four mosaics, resulting in cases Ai and Bi, where
i ¼ 1;…; 4 is the infrared channel number. For cases Ai, we
set BACK_SIZE=80 and BACKPHOTO_THICK=34 pixels for
SExtractor and rin ¼ 6 and rout ¼ 40 pixels for APT. For cases
Bi, we set BACK_SIZE=28 and BACKPHOTO_THICK=
8 pixels for SExtractor and rin ¼ 6 and rout ¼ 14 pixels for
APT. (We changed BACK_SIZE because we believe this con-
trols the width of SExtractor’s square annulus, although the
documentation is admittedly unclear on this point.) These
two basic cases afford us the opportunity of comparing APT
versus SExtractor results for large and small sky annulus sizes.
TABLE 4
RESULTS FOR SPITZER IRAC MOSAIC CASES
Case Channela
Sky annulusb
(pixels) NSEx
c NAPT
d
Median Δirel
(%)e
Mode
(%)
Dispf
(%)
A1 . . . . . . . 1 80, 34; 6, 40 22642 7853 +2.00 +0.3 4.28
A2 . . . . . . . 2 80, 34; 6, 40 15781 6700 +1.20 +0.2 3.27
A3 . . . . . . . 3 80, 34; 6, 40 5670 2108 +0.26 +0.2 1.44
A4 . . . . . . . 4 80, 34; 6, 40 4603 1561 +0.20 +0.3 2.85
B1 . . . . . . . 1 28, 8; 6, 14 21892 8405 +0.92 +1.2 5.59
B2 . . . . . . . 2 28, 8; 6, 14 13524 6818 +0.38 +0.9 5.54
B3 . . . . . . . 3 28, 8; 6, 14 3638 1991 +0.09 +1.4 3.73
B4 . . . . . . . 4 28, 8; 6, 14 3132 1557 −0.47 +0.7 6.70
NOTE.—The results are for an aperture radius of 6 pixels (or 3.66′′). Cases Ai and Bi, where i ¼ 1;…; 4 is the
infrared channel number, correspond to the same Spitzer IRAC mosaics processed with two different sky an-
nulus sizes: large (cases Ai) and small (cases Bi).
a Spitzer IRAC mosaics of CG4 made using MOPEX software. Channels 1–4 correspond to infrared
passbands centered at 3.6, 4.5, 5.8, and 8.0 μm.
bSExtractor input parameters BACK_SIZE and BACKPHOTO_THICK specify sky annulus outer dimension
and thickness; APT inner and outer sky annulus radii.
c Number of sources from SExtractor.
d Number of sources after filtering (see § 3).
eMedian of Δirel for source intensity (eq. [1]) computed with an aperture radius of 6 pixels, for all filtered
sources associated with the case of interest.
f Statistical dispersion of Δirel for source intensity, defined here as half the difference between the 84th and
16th percentiles, which is a well-known robust measure of data-distribution sigma.
9 See the IRAC Instrument Handbook: http://irsa.ipac.caltech.edu/data/
SPITZER/docs/irac/iracinstrumenthandbook/.
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For both cases, the outer edge of APT’s circular sky annulus is
inscribed in the outer edge of SExtractor’s square sky annulus,
and the same for the inner edges. Thus, the SExtractor and APT
settings are about as close as we can come to having equivalent
sky annulus sizes between the two software programs while not
having the inner dimension of the sky annulus smaller than the
aperture (see earlier discussion in § 3.1).
The number of sources obtained directly from SExtractor
execution for cases Ai and Bi are listed in Table 4. Many more
sources are seen at the shorter infrared wavelengths relative to
the longer ones, as expected. We applied source filtering to
the Spitzer IRAC sources, similar to that described above for
PTF sources (including discarding sources with SExtractor
FLAGS>0). This resulted in differing numbers of filtered
sources between the two sky annulus cases (more on this
in § 4.2).
The procedure that we followed for executing APT on the
Spitzer IRAC mosaics is identical to that already described
above for PTF images.
3.4. Specifics for HST Image
The HST image is packaged in a multiextension FITS (MEF)
file, which contains a drizzle image, a weight image, and a con-
text image. We split the MEF file into separate FITS files, each
containing one image. We substituted NaN values into the driz-
zle image for pixels having zero weight. We also added the con-
stant background value to the image data, which was previously
removed by the HLA processing.
In order to minimize the effects of having multiple sources
within an aperture, we set the aperture radius to 5 pixels (or
0.125′′) for the aperture photometry calculations. This is about
half the size of the image’s PSF, which has wings that extend a
couple of pixels beyond the main lobe, and so an aperture cor-
rection would normally be required for absolute photometric
calibration. Nevertheless, it yields integrated intensities that
are within ≈5% of the total flux density of a moderately bright
source. As before, since we are comparing APT versus SExtractor
results, we can ignore the aperture correction for a basic
comparison.
FIG. 5.—Comparison of source intensity computed by APT vs. SExtractor for PTF case 1 (left) and case 2 (right). Top: Scatter plots of the relative percentage
differences in source intensities between SExtractor and APTas a function of source intensity for all filtered sources. Bottom: Histograms of the same relative percentage
differences. The agreement between APT and SExtractor, as shown by these results, is excellent.
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We chose a relatively small sky annulus for the background
calculation, which seemed like a good choice for a moderately
crowded field. We set BACK_SIZE=40 and BACKPHOTO_
THICK=10 pixels for SExtractor, and rin ¼ 10 and rout ¼
20 pixels for APT. The outer edge of APT’s circular sky annulus
is inscribed in the outer edge of SExtractor’s square sky annulus,
which is similar for the inner edges. The inner radius was
deliberately chosen to be substantially larger than the aperture
radius to keep the annulus away from the PSF wings and to thus
minimize the contribution by the source of interest to the
computed background.
A total of 4901 sources were obtained directly from SExtrac-
tor execution. We applied source filtering to the HST sources,
similar to that described for PTF sources in § 3.1. As part of the
filtering that differed from the earlier description, we discarded
the 31 sources that are within 0.2′′ (or 8 pixels) of another
source. This left 962 sources for the SExtractor versus APT
comparison. We note that doubling the angular separation
allowed for nearest neighbors, with the aim of further reducing
the crowding, would have decreased the number of sources
available for our comparison by more than a factor of 2.
The procedure that we followed for executing APT on the
HST image is identical to that already described above for
the PTF images.
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1. PTF Image Comparison
The results of our comparison of APT and SExtractor source
intensities extracted from the PTF images are given in Table 3
and Figures 5–8. We used equation (1) to compute the relative
percentage differences between source intensities from SExtrac-
tor and source intensities from APT, for all filtered sources from
PTF cases 1 and 2. The agreement between APTand SExtractor,
as shown by these results, is excellent. The median and modal
values of Δirel for source intensity in Table 3 for each of the two
cases is nearly zero, and the corresponding statistical disper-
sions of the data distributions are only 1–2%. The top panels
of Figure 5, which are plots of Δirel for source intensity as a
function of source intensity, show that the Δirel values are large
only for the faintest sources. The bottom panels of Figure 5
show data histograms that peak at nearly the same value, with
the histogram for case 2 having extra data in its wings.
The data histograms have a small positive skewness (more so
for case 2), which indicates SExtractor’s tendency to slightly
overestimate the source intensity relative to APT (or APT’s ten-
dency to slightly underestimate the source intensity relative to
SExtractor). This is likely explained by the different methods of
sky background estimation employed in SExtractor versus APT.
Note that the nonzero histogram values at 20% and 20% in-
dicate that bins outside this range contain outlying data (which
are not shown).
Upon examination of the results for a sky background sub-
traction effect on the source intensities in comparing the two
cases of differing image-background levels, we were surprised
to find that the statistical dispersion ofΔirel for case 2 is actually
about 30% larger than for case 1, as illustrated by Figure 6,
where we used an equation similar to equation (1) to compute
the relative percentage differences in the sky backgrounds from
SExtractor versus APT. However, the higher scatter for case 2 is
due to the additional number of sources with intensities below
about 5000 DN that were extracted because of case 2’s lower
noise floor. When we include only sources above 5000 DN in
the statistical calculations, the dispersion for case 2 becomes
about 15% smaller than for case 1, which hints at the existence
of the sky background subtraction effect we sought.
The plots in Figure 7 show intriguing comparisons of the
source-intensity uncertainty computed by APT versus SExtrac-
tor for cases 1 (left) and 2 (right). Again, we used an equation
similar to equation (1) to compute the relative percentage
FIG. 6.—Comparison of sky background computed by APT vs. SExtractor for PTF case 1 (left) and case 2 (right). Shown are scatter plots of the relative percentage
differences in sky background between SExtractor and APT as a function of source intensity for all filtered sources.
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differences in the source-intensity uncertainties from SExtractor
versus APT. Data points for all of the filtered sources of cases
1 and 2 are shown. The top panels are scatter plots of Δirel for
source-intensity uncertainty as a function of source intensity,
which have median values of 2:49% for case 1 and 2:37%
for case 2 (these values both have a statistical dispersion of
approximately 2.3%). As might be expected, the larger discrep-
ancy occurs for case 1, which has the higher sky background of
the two cases. The negative values indicate that APT overesti-
mates the source-intensity uncertainty relative to SExtractor,
which may not be a surprising result, because APT includes
the uncertainty of the sky background estimation, whereas
FIG. 7.—Comparison of source-intensity uncertainties computed by APT vs. SExtractor for PTF case 1 (left) and case 2 (right). Top: Scatter plots of Δirel for source-
intensity uncertainty as a function of source intensity. Middle: Scatter plots of the same relative percentage differences as a function of sky background sigma. Bottom:
Panels are scatter plots of the same relative percentage differences as a function of sky scale.
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SExtractor does not, according to Bertin (2006). Moreover, a
comparable plot of SExtractor’s FLUXERR (source-intensity
uncertainty) versus FLUX (source intensity) gives a locus of
data points that smoothly follow the lower edge of the scattered
APT data points, which is consistent with the statement that
SExtractor’s estimate of the source-intensity uncertainty can
only be regarded as a lower limit (Bertin 2006). Our crude
simulations of folding the uncertainty of the sky background
estimation into SExtractor’s source-intensity uncertainties im-
prove the aforementioned median values of Δirel for source-
intensity uncertainty to about 1% for both cases.
The middle panels in Figure 7 are scatter plots of Δirel for
source-intensity uncertainty as a function of sky background
sigma. One can start to see a dependence of Δirel for source-
intensity uncertainty on sky background sigma. This is even
more apparent in the bottom panels, which are scatter plots
ofΔirel for source-intensity uncertainty as a function of sky scale
that show a superb linear relationship. Comparing the middle
and bottom panels demonstrates how the dependence ofΔirel for
source-intensity uncertainty on sky scale has mostly “collapsed”
horizontally onto a line that coincides with the obvious lower-
range leading edge of the data points in the graph of Δirel for
source-intensity uncertainty on sky background sigma (the line
formed by the data in the bottom panel is the same as the lower-
range leading edge of the data in the corresponding middle
panel, which is not readily apparent because the horizontal axes
have different scales). Thus, it can now be easily seen that the
discrepancy between source-intensity uncertainties from APT
versus SExtractor increases with increasing sky scale. It is
unclear whether this effect can be attributed to the uncertainty
in sky background estimation, as opposed to the sky back-
ground estimation itself. Further investigation is beyond the
scope of this article.
As a final figure of merit, we studied the variation of source
intensities between the two PTF exposures. We matched sources
from the APT results between cases 1 and 2 and obtained
2406 matches using a search radius of 1′′. We did the same
for the SExtractor results and got 2443 matches. Presumably,
the number of APT matches is different from the number of
SExtractor matches because of small differences in how the
two software programs compute the centroid position of the
sources, and evidence for this is that sometimes more matches
are yielded for APT than for SExtractor and vice versa, depend-
ing on the data. We converted PTF source intensities into mag-
nitudes by dividing them by the exposure time (the same for both
exposures) and applying the magnitude zero points listed in
Table 1 in the usual way. We made plots of source magnitude
of case 1 versus source magnitude of case 1 minus source mag-
nitude of case 2 for source matches between the two PTF cases.
Figure 8 shows the separate graphs for results fromAPT (left) and
SExtractor (right). Both graphs look very similar, and themedian
of the magnitude differences for each graph is less than 1 mmag.
4.2. Spitzer IRAC Mosaic Comparison
The results of our comparison of SExtractor and APT source
intensities extracted from the Spitzer IRAC mosaics are given in
Table 4 and Figures 9–12. The agreement is generally very
good, although not as good as for the PTF images (see § 4.1).
Many of the features already discussed for the PTF images are
present in these comparisons and will not be repeated. There are
interesting new ones, as well, and these are discussed as follows.
The noise in the Spitzer IRAC data is higher for channels 3
and 4 relative to channels 1 and 2 (according to the Spitzer
IRAC instrument handbook, the mean number of noise pixels
is 7.0, 7.2, 10.8, and 13.4 for channels 1–4, respectively), and
the threshold for source detection is sensitive to the noise.
Hence, the results for Spitzer IRAC channels 1 and 2 have many
more low-intensity sources with high signal-to-noise ratios than
the results for channels 3 and 4 (see Table 4). The number of
FIG. 8.—Plots of source magnitude of case 1 vs. source magnitude of case 1 minus source magnitude of case 2 for source matches between the two PTF cases, as
computed by APT (left) and SExtractor (right).
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FIG. 9.—Comparison of case Ai source intensity computed by APT vs. SExtractor for filtered sources extracted from the Spitzer IRAC mosaics, channels 1–4. Left:
Scatter plots of the relative percentage differences in source intensities between SExtractor and APT as a function of source intensity for all filtered sources of a given
Spitzer IRAC channel. Right: Each panel corresponds to the adjacent left panel and is a histogram of the same relative percentage differences.
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FIG. 10.—Comparison of case Bi source intensity computed by APT vs. SExtractor for filtered sources extracted from the Spitzer IRAC mosaics, channels 1–4. Left:
Scatter plots of the relative percentage differences in source intensities between SExtractor and APT as a function of source intensity for all filtered sources of a given
Spitzer IRAC channel. Right: Each panel corresponds to the adjacent left panel and is a histogram of the same relative percentage differences.
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extracted sources varies somewhat between the cases for large
versus small sky annuli, which is also due to source detections
being thresholded relative to the variability of the sky back-
ground, which in turn depends on the sky annulus size (because
BACK_SIZE and BACKPHOTO_THICK differ between the two
scenarios).
Curiously, the lower-channel histograms for the large sky
annulus cases shown in Figure 9 have positive skewness, which
FIG. 11.—Plots of source magnitude vs. magnitude difference between adjacent Spitzer IRAC channels (see graph titles) for cross-channel source matches from cases
Ai, as computed by APT (left) and SExtractor (right). See text for further details.
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displaces the medians from the modes of the distributions of
Δirel for source intensities. The large sky annulus cases have
Δirel-distribution modes for source intensity near 0% (see
Table 4), but the positive skewness present for channels
1 and 2 causes the median values of Δirel for source intensity
to deviate to þ2:00% and þ1:20%, respectively. Figure 10 pre-
sents graphs of the small sky annulus results and shows that the
histograms for channels 1 and 2 have very little skewness and
the histograms for channels 3 and 4 have negative skewness.
The small sky annulus cases have Δirel-distribution modes for
FIG. 12.—Plots of source magnitude vs. magnitude difference between adjacent Spitzer IRAC channels (see graph titles) for cross-channel source matches from cases
Bi, as computed by APT (left) and SExtractor (right). See text for further details.
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source intensity hovering around 1%, but the negative skewness
in the distribution causes the median values of Δirel for source
intensity to progressively range from þ0:92% for channel 1 to
0:47% for channel 4.
The bias and skewness in the data histograms indicate a
tendency in one of the software programs to overestimate or
underestimate the source intensity relative to the other software
program (depending on the sign of the skewness). The only
difference in inputs between cases Ai and cases Bi for a given
instrument channel i is the size of the sky annulus. Therefore, we
can assume that the differences between the two sets of cases for
APT and SExtractor results arise from the different sky annulus
geometries and sizes and the differentmethods employed to com-
pute the sky background between the two software programs.
The small sky annulus cases have Δirel-distribution modes for
source intensity around 1%, which may be caused by SExtrac-
tor’s square sky annulus relative to APT’s circular sky annulus,
an effect that would be expected to be more pronounced for the
small sky annulus cases than for the large. Another possibility is
the differences in how the background is computed betweenAPT
andSExtractor.WhileAPTdoes 3-σdata clipping in a single pass
and then computes the median as an estimate of the background
(for the results herein), SExtractor’s background estimation
involves iterative clipping until convergence at 3-σ and then com-
puting either the mean, if σ has changed by less than 20%, or
computing the mode, where the mode is given via the empirical
formula
mode ¼ ð2:5 × medianÞ  ð1:5 × meanÞ
(Bertin & Arnouts 1996). In all cases, the data-distribution dis-
persions are 2–6 times larger than the corresponding median and
modal values.
We also studied the variation of source intensities of the same
astronomical objects identified in adjacent IRAC channels, and
this involved plotting their magnitudes in the shorter infrared
channel versus color (magnitude differences) between the two
channels of interest (see Figs. 11 and 12). Generally, if the
photometry is done correctly, we expect the color of most of
the sources (field stars) to be near zero, with more scatter for
the fainter sources. Using a search radius of 1′′, we matched
sources from the APT results between IRAC channels 1 and 2.
We also performed the matching between channels 2 and 3 and
between channels 3 and 4. We did all of this separately for cases
Ai and Bi. We then repeated this process for the SExtractor
results. In most of the cases, there were more matches found
in the APT results than in the SExtractor results, although one
must be careful to not read too much into this (see the discussion
at the end of § 4.1). Using the channel-dependent aperture
corrections and magnitude zero points listed in Table 2, we con-
verted Spitzer source intensities into magnitudes and computed
the aforementioned magnitude differences. For cases Ai and Bi,
respectively, Figures 11 and 12 show separate graphs of results
from APT (left) and SExtractor (right) with side-by-side com-
parisons. Each graph of the APT results is quantitatively very
similar to the corresponding graph of the SExtractor results, and
the absolute differences between their median magnitude differ-
ences are within approximately 1 mmag for the large sky annu-
lus cases and 10 mmag for the small sky annulus cases.
We do not include a discussion herein of the source-intensity
uncertainties computed by APT and SExtractor for the Spitzer
IRAC mosaics. This is because, for sources extracted from
mosaics, the source-intensity uncertainty also depends on the
mosaic’s depth of coverage, as well as pixel-to-pixel correla-
tions, and neither APT nor SExtractor properly account for
these effects (although SExtractor can account for the former
via an input “weight” map). Version 1.0.5 of APT has a single
depth-of-coverage input parameter, which may be useful for
bracketing the source-intensity uncertainty of a given source.
The Spitzer mosaics studied here have depth of coverage that
FIG. 13.—Comparison of source intensity computed by APT vs. SExtractor for the HST image case. Left: Scatter plot of the relative percentage differences in source
intensities between SExtractor and APT as a function of source intensity for all filtered sources. Right: Histogram of the same relative percentage differences. The
agreement between APT and SExtractor, as shown by these results, is excellent for relatively bright sources.
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varies with source position in the mosaic, and APT’s single
depth-of-coverage parameter cannot be practically applied to
large numbers of sources unless the coverage is constant. An
upgrade to APT for incorporating information from coverage
images is forthcoming.
4.3. HST Image Comparison
The results of our comparison of SExtractor and APT source
intensities extracted from the HST image shown in Figure 3 are
given in Figure 13 and summarized in Table 5. The agreement,
although excellent for the brighter sources, is fair to poor for the
fainter sources (note the wider range of relative percentage dif-
ferences on the vertical axes of the plots in Fig. 13, as opposed
to the other similar figures in this article). Approximately 59%
of the filtered HST sources, regardless of source intensity, have
30% agreement between SExtractor and APT. The SExtractor
source-intensity value for a given source exceeds that of APT
for 87% of the sources. These results are explainable based on
the following considerations:
1. The assumption of constant background across the aper-
ture is less valid in the relatively more crowded HST image than
in the PTF and Spitzer cases analyzed above. The fraction of
sources that survived the aforementioned filtering of extracted
HST sources were only about 20%, compared with the larger
corresponding fractions for the PTF and Spitzer cases (35%
or greater). Even though a greater fraction of sources were dis-
carded in the filtering of extracted HST sources, they still con-
tribute to the variability of the background within the aperture,
which leads to much larger SExtractor versus APT discrepan-
cies. Analysis reveals that 3371 extracted HST sources were
filtered out because of nonzero SExtractor FLAGS, with set bits
corresponding to values 1 and/or 2, where 1 means the object
has neighbors that are bright and close enough to significantly
bias the MAG_AUTO photometry or has more than 10% of the
integrated area affected by bad pixels, and 2 means the object of
interest is blended with another one.
2. SExtractor slightly underestimates the background relative
to APT. SExtractor’s 3-σ multi-iterative outlier rejection practi-
cally guarantees that its background estimate will be systema-
tically lower than APT’s, since APT employs only a single
iteration of 3-σ outlier rejection. The aperture photometry
calculations for low-intensity sources are dominated by the
removed background contributions, and an SExtractor versus
APT background discrepancy of just a fraction of a percent is
enough to yield large relative percentage differences in the com-
puted fainter-source intensities. Thus, there is a marked positive
skewness in the histogram shown in Figure 13.
3. The effects of the background on the aperture photometry
calculations are greatly diminished for the brighter sources,
where there is excellent agreement between SExtractor
and APT.
5. CONCLUSION
This article demonstrates that APT generates results that are
very similar to results from SExtractor for noncrowded sources
in a fair comparison for this relatively simple regime, especially
for large sky annuli. Although SExtractor’s source intensities
are about a percent higher relative to APT’s for the small sky
annulus cases that we considered, we believe the discrepancy is
likely due to the protruding corners of SExtractor’s square sky
annulus, which would tend to lower the sky background esti-
mate relative to results based on APT’s circular sky annulus.
This effect is not very noticeable for large sky annuli, however.
The two software programs utilize distinctly different methods
of estimating the sky background, and this appears to be a con-
tributing factor to the varying degrees of bias and skewness
observed in the presented percentage-difference histograms.
We anticipate the need for future efforts that compare the
calculational results of APT with other aperture photometry
packages and in other regimes and for other data sets of astro-
nomical interest. Crowded fields are examples of one such
regime, and this would provide useful feedback for software
upgrades. APT validation with simulated images, where
source-intensity ground truth can be used to evaluate accuracy,
is another avenue of work that is underway.
This work is based in part on images acquired by the Palomar
Transient Factory; in part on archival data obtained with the Spit-
zer Space Telescope, which is operated by the Jet Propulsion Lab-
oratory, California Institute of Technology, under a contract with
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA); and
in part on observations made with the NASA/ESA Hubble Space
Telescope and obtained from the Hubble Legacy Archive, which
is a collaboration between the Space Telescope Science Institute
TABLE 5
RESULTS FOR HST IMAGE CASE
Attribute Value
Camera filter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . F814W
Aperture radius . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 pixels (or 0.125′′)
Sky annulus size . . . . . . . . . . . 40, 10; 10, 20a (pixels)
NSEx
b . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4901
NAPT
c . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 962
Median of Δirel
d . . . . . . . . . . . . +18%
Mode of Δirel . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0%
Dispersion of Δirel
e . . . . . . . . . 29%
a SExtractor input parameters BACK_SIZE and
BACKPHOTO_THICK specify sky annulus outer dimension
and thickness; APT inner and outer sky annulus radii.
b Number of sources from SExtractor.
c Number of sources after filtering (see § 3).
dMedian of Δirel for source intensity (eq. [1]) computed for
all filtered sources associated with the case of interest.
e Statistical dispersion of Δirel for source intensity, defined
here as half the difference between the 84th and 16th
percentiles, which is a well-known robust measure of data-
distribution sigma.
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(STScI/NASA), the Space Telescope European Coordinating
Facility (ST-ECF/ESA), and the Canadian Astronomy Data
Centre (CADC/NRC/CSA). This research made use of
Montage, funded by NASA’s Earth Science Technology Office,
Computation Technologies Project, under cooperative agreement
NCC5-626 between NASA and the California Institute of
Technology. Montage is maintained by the NASA/IPAC Infrared
Science Archive.
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